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Abstract- In this century,there is continuously increasing the automobile industry market and their safety related applications.This
safety applications could be provided to the driver and passenger for getting comfort and secure feeling. But as per the nature
rules, each coins has two sides one is tail and other is head.In such a way that all the application run in the nature has two
sides,one is its advantage and other is disadvantage.In such way that VANET have the two side, first one is VANETs applications
and second side is VANET attacks.In first side VANET can provide the security by broadcasting the messages to the vehicles by
sending the various types of warning messages like collision warning, lane change warning, work zone warning, inter-vehicle
communications, etc. It means that VANET provide the all types of safety related application to secure the human lives and
provide to comfort feeling to driver and passenger. But in other side the VANET application would be interrupted by the attacker
and this is the main disadvantage of the VANET. In VANET, there are various types of attack and attacker can attack on the
VANET application such as interrupt the message, changing the order of the messages, retransmission's of message again and
again, jamming the network, false information transmission, etc. In this paper we can discuss the various types of attacks and its
prevention techniques.
Index Terms: VANETs, Vehicular attacks, prevention technique, VANET security

I.

INTRODUCTION

Vehicular adhoc network is
the advance
research in the mobile adhoc network in which each and
every node can communicate with each other freely in
specified coverage area and remain connected properly
with each other. VANET have the special case in the
mobile adhoc network,which have fix and infrastructure
less network.All the node can be communicated in a
single hope or multi hop structure. The main difference
between the vehicular adhoc network and mobile adhoc
network is the high speed mobile vehicles, higher
processors speed, large storage capacity and higher
autonomous battery power. VANET can turn every
release car into a wireless router or node and allowing
cars to communicate in approximately up to the range
100 to 300 meters and at the time of turning create a the
network with a wide range.
The in- vehicular network consists of on board
unit and one or more application units. The connectivity
between the OBU and APs were wired and sometimes
wireless. Application unit is in vehicle entity and multiple
AUs can be integrated with single OBU .In adhoc
network vehicles were equipped with the OBUs and

RSUs. OBUs can be seen as a mobile node and RSUs can
be seen as static node.
Vehicular Adhoc Network is the one of the form
of
network which have
two nodes.1) On Bord
Units(OBU) have the moving vehicles which can move
freely.2) Road Side Unit(RSU) is the fix node to which
vehicles can communicate properly. Road side unit was
permantly fixed alongs roads and highways or parking
place, bus station.shopping malls etc.The main aim of
RSUs unit s to maintain the internet connectivity to the
OBUs. Road side unit is part of the base station and
perform the functions like to provide authentication to the
vehicle or check the vehicular authenticity,to maintain
communication link between the two vehicles, packet
filtering, calculate which type attack going on and
minimize this attack. etc. RSUs could be connected to the
internet via gateways.The function of On board unit to
provide communication between the vehicle to
vehicle,vehicle to infrastructure and roadside unit. OBU
provide communication service to the application unit and
forward data on behalf of OBU. Both RSU and OBU
based on the IEEE 802.11p standard.
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In VANET, when the vehicals are moving then
they are broadcasting the secure messages.When
messages are broadcast then some attacker attack on the
messages and destroyed that message or change the
format of the messages. So we have to see the various
types of attacks goning on VANET.

Fig1:VANET communication [1]
Fig 1 shows the structure of
vehicular
communication in VANET.In VANET,there are three
types of communications such as 1) vehicle to vehicle
communication.This communication could be also called
as intervehicle communication.This communication is
shown in the figure by red bidirectational
arrows.2)vehicle to roadside communication.This
communication is shown in diagram by blue
bidirectational
arrows.3)Intra
roadside
communication.This communication is shown in figure
by green bidirectational arrow.In such a way vehicles and
infrastructure can communicate with each other by
bradcasting messages and this message can broadcast
securely.VANET security satisfy the four goals such as,
they
should maintain the messsage and vehicles
identity.It mean that to maintain authentication of the
message and source, to maintain message integrit, to
maintain privacy and also maintain non repudiation.
In vehicle to vehicle communication, vehicle can
communicate directly or indirectly by using the RSU
place along the roadside or by using infrastructure.When
these vehicles can communicate with each other then that
time they are exchanging their valuable information with
each other such as network traffic information,warning
messages,whether condition,safety alarm message, etc.
VANETs have aim to broadcast information securely. But
some of the attacker could attack on that valuable
information and make changes in the message and make
use of the message for self purpose.So our aim was to
provided security to this broadcasting message..
In our paper section 2 describe the vehicular
attacks. Section 3 describe the prevention techniques from
the various types of attacks.and then at section 4 we can
conclude the paper. In last section we can see the
references .
II.

2.1 Sybil Attack
The Sybil attack is very famous and harmful
type of attack.It was discovered by Douceur in the context
of peer-to-peer networks. This attack can perform, when
the two vehicles can transmitting the messages at same
time or it is in processing. Sybil attack is very dangerous
when the vehicles are in different position at the same
time then there is a very high security risk in the network.
The Sybil attack can damage the network topology,
connection and bandwidth also.

Fig.2.1. Sybil attack [5]
In figure 2.1 shows that the Sybil attack .In this
attack, attacker A transmits the multiple messages having
different identity to the other vehicles. For that other
vehicles assume that there was new heavy traffic on that
road. To secure from the Sybil attack, there are three
defenses techniques 1) Introduction. It is also called as re
registration 2) position verification 3) radio resource
testing. In registration secure technique, it is not itself
enough to prevent from Sybil attack because there are
various types of malicious nodes in the network and they
have possibility to register in the network with multiple
identities by non-technical ways such as stealing etc. If
strict registration can be done then there is an effect on
the privacy trouble. In position verification, the position
of the vehicles should be verified. The advantage of
position verification is that each node has its unique
identity and Radio resource testing based on assumption
that all physical entities were limited in network.
2.2 Bogus Information
The Bogus Information attack
can be performs on insider and outsider both. In this

VEHICULAR ATTACKS ON VANET
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attack, the incorrect or bogus information transmitted in
the network.

Fig.2.2. Bogus information attack [5].
Fig 2.2 shows that the bogus information attack.
In figure two attackers (A and C) transmit false
information. So that this false information affects the
decision of other vehicles (D) and thus it clear the way of
attacker E.
The solution of this attack is ECDSA (Elliptic
Curve Digital Signature Algorithm). ECDSA is a message
authentication scheme. ECDSA use hashing technique to
keep message more secure and provide strong
authentication scheme to the destination vehicles. Each
vehicles consists of private keys and public keys. The
public key is publicly available to all vehicle users in
VANETs and private key is private. The source and
destination nodes are agree upon the elliptic curve domain
parameters. ECDSA scheme was more secured for
message authentications. So that hashing is a strongly
secure technique .If there is changes in messages then
there will also changes in the hash message, which is
make it unique message.
2.3. Timing Attack
In timing attacks, when malicious vehicles
receive a transmitted message, then they do not forward it
as normal way but they add some time slots to the original
message to create some delay. For that reason destination
vehicles cannot receive the message at a proper time.

is a malicious car and he announced about the accident
but there was delay in the transmitted messages. This
delay can perform by the malicious node D because he
add the some time slot to the original messages. When car
F reaches the accident place then he receives the message.
Car F receives the message late because of the delay in
transmitted message (F’).
To avoid the Timing Attack, data integrity
verification is required. This verification can eliminate
any time slots that can be added to packets. Also there is
another technique from which we can be avoid timing
attacks i.e. TPM (Trusted Platform Module). TPM is
security approach for maintaining the integrity of
messages by using strong cryptographic functioning
modules. Timing attack was avoided by using two
protocols, Privacy Certification Authority (PCA) and
Direct Anonymous Attestations (DAA).TPM has two
main advantages: (1) –Secure piece of hardware with
cryptographic capability and (2) - Ability to protect and
store data in shielded location. TPM is the powerful
solution for evenly other attack that violates data
integrity. However, like any other cryptographic solution,
TPM cannot positively affect to the performance of
network.
2.4. Hidden vehicle Attack
Providing the false information about the
position of the vehicle is the example of the Hidden
vehicle.

Fig.2.4. hidden vehicle attack [5]
Above figure shows the information about the
hidden vehicles. In this figure vehicle A does not receive
the information about the vehicle B. Vehicle A assumes
that the vehicle B is in better position Vehicle A only
receive the warning messages but he doesn’t receive the
accident message.
2.5. Illusion Attack

Fig 2.3 Timing Attack [5]
Above figure shows the timing attack. In that
there is an accident between the two cars A and B. Car D

In this attack, the destination vehicle does not
receive the correct information that is derived from the
sensors in the car. For this reason the incorrect traffic
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warning information is broadcast from one vehicle to
another vehicle. Thus in this way illusion attack is
successfully generated. In general, drivers’ behaviors will
be depends on the traffic warning information that have
been received. Due to the illusions attack, vehicles
received the wrong traffic information. Because of this
reason the behavior of the driver is change
simultaneously. Thus the disadvantage of the driver
behavior becomes the advantage of the attacker. And
attacker can create accident, traffic jam and decrease the
performance of the network topology. Message
authentication and message integrity verification cannot
provide the protection against the illusion attacks because
attacker can manipulate the system of the vehicle directly
and confuses the sensors in the vehicle to send the false
information to the other vehicle. Plausibility Validation
Network (PVN) is one of the securities Model that can
provide security against the illusion attacks. PVN can
collect the raw sensors’ data and verify that data whether
the collected data are plausible or not. There are two types
of incoming data consider as input: incoming data from
antennas and data collected by sensors. PVN has been
provided security against the various types of
cryptography methods and various types of attack.
2.6. ID Disclosure
In ID Disclosure attack, a node in the network
discloses the identity of neighboring node and then tracks
the current location of the target node, and uses this data
for a range of the other purposes. This attack fails to agree
with the requirement concerning not only the
authentication but also provide the privacy. So for prevent
from this attack use a holistic protocol. This protocol
provides a secure data transmission and detecting
misbehaviors sent by the authorized users. Firstly the
vehicle should register the nearby RSU. The first phase is
the registration phase. In this phase the RSU create a user
name and password. Then RSU provide Registration ID
to the user. The Registration ID consists of license
number and the vehicle registration number. Then RSU
authenticate that vehicle by providing verifying
certificate. If the authentication failed then data or node
should be block. In this the holistic protocol should be
used and this protocol consists with whole part rather than
individual part. The advantages of protocol are
authentications, integrity, availability, confidentiality and
non-repudiation properties for VANET.

2.7. Denial of Service (DoS) and Distributed Denial of
Service (DDos)
Denial of Service is one of the most
important types of attack in the network. This attack
performs very different scenarios. In this attack our is aim
to prevents the authenticate user in the network. In DoS
attack attacker transmit a dummy message to the other
vehicle to jam the road or channel. For sending dummy
message the efficiency and performance of the network
and channel should minimize.

Fig.2.7.1. Denial of Service (DoS) attack [5]
Fig.2.7.1 shows that the DoS attack. In this
attack the malicious car transmit both fake identities and
dummy messages “Lane close ahead” to the authenticated
car and RSU worked for jamming the network.
The Distributed DoS (DDoS) is more
dangerous than the DoS attack because in DDoS attack,
the number of malicious cars attack on the authenticated
cars in a distributed manner with different locations and
different time slots.

Fig.2.7.2. Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) Attack
[5]
One of the solutions of DDoS attack is use OBS
and that is equipped in a vehicles. In vehicle, there is a
processing unit that has an important role to suggest to the
OBU to switch channel, technology or use frequency
hopping technique or multiple transceiver in the case of
DoS attack. The DDoS attack work in a distributed and
strongly provide protection against the DoS attack where
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malicious node strongly transmit a large no of fake
identity.
In DDoS attack all the vehicles frequently
exchange their beacon packets for their presence in the
network and also they aware their neighbor. Each node
periodically updates a record of its database by
exchanging the information with the neighbors. If a node
detects in its record that there are some similar IP
addresses, then these IP addresses are likely similar of the
DoS attack. For prevention from DDos attack, use IPCHOCK protocol that gives us a significant strength of
the locating malicious node without the any other secret
information.

2.8. Black Hole Attack
A black hole is an area where the network traffic
is changing its direction. In Black hole either there is no
node place in that area or the nodes can make community
in that area was not interested to participate in the
network. In a black hole attack, malicious node
introduced itself and it should have a short path to the
destination node and thus forms a routing protocol. In this
way the malicious node cheat the network routing
topology. Instead of firstly seeing the routing table, host
node can advertise its rapidly. For this reason the node get
the new and fresh route request. When the false route is
established then malicious node decide whether to drop or
forward the packet.

node F and node A send his data packet successfully to
node F. The attacker itself defines its routing protocol.
To provide prevention from Black hole attack
firstly consider the routing protocol in which there are
more than one routes from the source to the destination.
This solution is only suitable for MANET because In
MANET have the large no of mobile nodes and higher
end to end delay to find the additional shortest path from
source to destination. And second solution is that use
sequence number of the packet in packet header. If any
packet would be lost then it is easy for the destination
node to search the packet by using its sequence number.
2.9. Malware and Spam attack
Malware and spam attacks are also called as a
viruses and spam messages, can cause serious disruptions
in the normal VANET operation. This kind of attack is
executed by the malicious node is in insider or outsider.
In this attack, attacker sends a spam messages in the
network for consuming the bandwidth and increasing the
transmission latency. This attack is not easy to control
because the lack of necessary infrastructure and
centralized administration. Malware are just like a viruses
that interrupt the normal operation of the network.
Normally VANET get abscessed due to OBU and RSU
software update. Antimalware embedded framework are
still providing a problem in VANET network.
2.10.

Man in the Middle Attack (MiMA)
In this attack, the introducer listen the
communication between the two vehicles and pretended
to be the one of them by replying the other and inject false
information in their conversation.
To provide security from this attack use
confidential communication between the two parties and
also provide secure authentication and data integrity
verifications for preventing messages modifications.
Fig.2.8. Black hole attack [5]
The above figure shows that the Black hole
attack. Figure says that when node A wants to send data
to the node F but node A does not know about the route
from node A to node F. Therefore node A initiate the
route discovery process. If malicious node inform that the
node A initialize the route discovery then malicious node
going active state and form a false route from node A to
node F and advertise this route again and again and
pretended that this is a very shortest path from node A to

III. VANET PREVENTION TECHNIQUES
In VANET, security is an important issue to
secure the human life. For that we consider the five
security services to save the human life.
1)

Availability:
In VANET, vehicular adhoc network will be
available for all the time. To the .application in real time
network vehicular network is compulsory.For that
availability deal with the various types of nodes and their
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bandwidth and connectivity. When the availability issue,
prevention and detection techniques are come together
then new method will formed and this method called as
group signature method. This method was focusing on the
messages exchange between the vehicles and RSU. In that
case group signature method is playing an important role
to secure the message communication bandwidth and
connectivity.
2)

Confidentiality:
This service provides the confidentiality to
vehicular network and their communication between the
nodes. To maintain the privacy between the nodes,
pseudonym scheme will be use. Each vehicle has two
keys, one is public keys and other is private keys to
maintain the security in the network. In the process of
exchange the message between the vehicles, then these
vehicles can exchange their keys with each other. But the
exchange of the messages and keys s in encrypted form.
When this message will reach on the receiver side, then
receiver can decrypt the messages and key by using
pseudonym scheme. In this scheme the encrypted
messages is signed with different pseudo and this pseudo
are different for every communication. And this pseudo
code will be obtaining by the vehicles from RSU before
the pseudo expires.
3)

Integrity:
Data integrity is providing the guarantee about
the data is to be reach at the receiver side at proper
manner. This data was generated by the sender and
receiver by the nodes, RSUs, base station. Data integrity
can check the data which is send by the sender which is
receive at the receiver side properly. To protect the Data
Integrity of the message, hashing algorithms, digital
signature will be use.
4)

Non-repudiation:
Even after the attack happen, non-repudiation
provide the facility to identify the attacker. This can
prevent cheater from crimes.
Authentication:
In vehicular adhoc network, every messages,
nodes and application which will be run in real time all
are authenticated. The communication between the
vehicles can be done when these vehicles and their
messages are authenticated. The authentication of the
vehicles and messages can be check by RSU. All this
process can be done to make sure about the vehicle origin

and its authentication level. For that each vehicles can
assign pair of keys along with their certificates. And at the
receiver side, receiver will check the keys and certificate
and assure that sender and messages is authentic and pure.
IV CONCLUSION
Hence, in this paper can describe the various
types of attacks which can be done in vehicular adhoc
network and how this attack can be work on. We can also
the various types of prevention techniques and the
performance of these prevention techniques. This paper
provides the detail knowledge of the attack and its
prevention techniques. With the help of all this
information we can provide the security the network and
save the human lives.
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